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Abstracts 

To assees body shape preferences of Japanese young feRlales, a questionnaire was developed and 

administered to 973 eollege subjeots in 1990. Their perceived ideal thinnesses for their current 

heights were analysed using the body mass index and the national references of 'weight for height for 

age' issued by the Japanese Ministry of Health and Welfare. Their extreme slim-body preference seemed 

to have its root in the lack of proper understanding of what the 'aveFage' body weight was, whieh might 

be fuFther ~tecelerated by the fact that they set their ideal shape at the level even lower than their 

misunderstood 'average'. The tendency was striking among those who cQnsidered their ideal body shape 

tQ be 'thin' and 'very thin' These findings have not changed in the last five years in J~tpan. 
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Introduction 

Misperceptions of body shape and dissatisfaction 

with body weight observable among young females 

have often been reported in some Western countries 

1) s). Speeialists have focussed on the social 

pressure for female slenderness in sueh studies 

that eoncern inappropriate eating behaviors, 

anorexia ne'rvosa and bulimias]. In Japan. some 

researchers pointed out that Many young females 

wished to lose weight because of their tendency to 

pereeiYe themselves as overweight though they're 

mistaken in most cases4] e] . There are, however,few 

studies on thier ide~tl for their body shape and 

grounds for their slim-body preferences. I 

condueted a survey on the body shape preferenees 

of Japanese female eollege students. 

Methods 

In l990, 973 Japanese female students from five 

colleges in Kanto are~ were seleeted Their mean 

height and weight were almost the sarle as th09e of 

the national samples in 19S9 They coMpleted 

anonymous questionnaires containing eight 
questions regarding l. age, 2 self-estimated body 

shape. 3 eurrent height, 4, current weight, 5. 

perceived 'average' weight for their current 

height. 6 pereeived 'ide~tl' weight fQr their 

current height, ?, borderline weight perceived as 

'very f~t' for their current height, 8.borderline 

weight perceived as 'very thin' for their current 

height. The self-estimated body shape(IteM No 2, 

above) was selected from aMong the five eategories 

1 very thin. 2 thin, 3. normal. 4. fat, 5,very 
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fa七．

　Usingthebodymassindex〔BMI）5》，Icalculated

five　variables　of　body　shape　三nd工ces＝　旦．　cロrrent

BMI、　2．　perce真ved　’average－BMI　3．　perceived

’idea1　’idea1’　BMI　4，　perceived　’very　fat’　BMI　5．

■perceived■very　thin．　BMI，

　　The　nat三〇nally－estimated　body　shape　was　also
deriv

edfro吼thenationalreferencesof－weigh七
for　he三ght　for　age’　issued　by　the　Japanese

団in五stry　of　Bealth　and　Welfare7レ，　Sample　　data

（curre馳t　height　and　weigbt）　were　grouped　into　five

categories，　as　in　the　same　manner　as　we　did　for

the　item　of　self－estimated　body　shape　above・

Resu1もs

　　Samp瓦es’　agesレ　heights，weights，　and　percelved

body　shape　indices　are　sぬown　in　Table　1，　They

perceived　the　・average・　BMI　at　abou七　一〇．5　S．D．　of

mean　curren七　BMI．　They　perce支ved　the　一二dea1’　BMI

at　about　－1．O　S，D，　of　mean　current　BMI，　whioh　fell

inもo　the　natinaユ1y　’thin冒　category．　The　perceived

’very　fat’BMI　was　a七　abou七　＋0．7　S．D．　of　mean

curren七　B団I　faユ1ユng　into　七he　nationally　甲normal曹

caむegory，　The　冒very　thin’　BMI　was　perceived　a七

about　－1．7　S．D．　of　mean　curre自し　BM工，

　　Table　2　deta工1s　the　relat真onships　between　the

na七工onally－estimated　a口d　self－estimaしed　body

shapes。　The　perceotages　of　those　overesむimated

their　actual　body　shapes　were　64．1％【600　samples）．

Nationally－estimated　’thin’　samples　tended　to

overestimate　their　fatness〔68％）．　15．9％　of　those

nationally－estimated　as　’normalぴ　considered

themselves　as　’very　fat’．0馳　the　other　hand響

七hose　who　underestimated　their　body　shapes　were

2．4％〔23　samplesl．

　　The　analysis　of　variances　followed　by　Duロca論’s

multiple　range　tests　was　performed　to　detall　the

assOciatiOnS　between　natiOnally－estimaしed　bOdy

s㎞apes　and　perceived　BMls（七able　自ot　showロ1，Those

who　were　categor五zed　as　，very　thi口，，．tぬin冒，　and

甲noでmaユー　nat工onally　set　their　，average一，　，idea真，，

and　・very　fat・　B団ls　at　nationally　discouraging

levels，　0馳　the　other　hand，those　classified　as

，fat甲　and　甲very　fat臼　nationally　seemed　to　estimate

しhe二r－average’　BMls　旧ore　accu℃aしely・　a論d　しheir

冒idea1’BMls　at　the　nationa1工y－recommended　levels

　　20，2％　of　those　口ationally－estlmated　as　■thin，

perceived　the　’average’　weights　beユow　their

curre馳t　weigh七s・　74・9％　of　those　na七三〇naユ1y－

estimated　as　’norma1－　also　did　the　same．　71．9％

of　those　臼ationally－estimated　as　’七hin。　considerd

the　’ideal’　weights　to　be　below　their　current

we五ghts・　96・5％　of　those　nationally－estimated　as

，norma1’　also　did　the　same．　82，8瓢　of　those

nationallyロest五mated　as　冒very　thin’　self－estimated

the　’very　thin臼　weight　at　even　lower　weight　ユevels

than　the五r　ourrent　weights，

Discuusions

Someresearchers　reported　in　thewestern
countries　that　the　desire　fDr　thlnness　　of　young

femaleS　haS　Glose　relationsh亥ps　with　the
misperceptions　of　the五r　own　weight／body　shape3レ．

　　We　also　have　observed　the　same　tendency　among

Japanese　samples．　The　mean　he五gt　and　weight　of　our

sampユes　were　almost　the　same　as　七hose　of　the

na七工onal　samples　in　Japan8，，　Our　samples，　however，

perceived　しheir　響average冒　BMI　at－0．5　S．D．　of　their

meancurrentBMI，Asaconsequencetheywerevery
str五ct　in　setting　the　fat－borderユine　and　tolerant

in　the　thin　borderline・　their　perce真ved　’very　fat冒

BMI　fell　into　the　nationally－normal　ra命ge，　Their

perceived　’very　thin。　BMI　was　found　to　be

farbelow　the　nationally　’very　thin’　borderli自e，

　　Brennan　found　that　many　adolescents　consider

being　below　the　normal　weightra論ge　as　desirableL，。

The　’idea1’　BMI　of　our　samples　was　at　－0．5　S．D．of

the正r　perceived　’average’　and　at　abou七　一1，0

S，D，　of　their　acしual　average，　away　from　七he

nationally胃recommended　range．　It　is　assumed　that

the三r　ex七reme　slim－body　preference　had　its　root

真nしhelackofproperunderstandingof　the真r
actual　average　BMI，　wk五〇h　might　be　further

accelerated　by　the　fact　that　they　set　their

’1deal’　shape　at　the　level　even　lower　しhan　their

misunders七〇〇d　－average㌧　 These　preference　among

Japanese　yDuロg　females　seem　to　be　attributable　　to

the　soc五al　pressure　for　七hinness，　Not　much　has

beenstudiedscie而ficallylnJapanonthis
subject，　while　many　wesしern　researcぬers　have　dealt
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TABLE l. AGES. 

ldeal Thinness 

HEIGHTS, WEIGHTS 

ef Youn~ Females in Japan 

AND BODY SHAPE INDICES 

Variables 

Age 
Current Height (cm) 
Current Weight (kg) 

Pereeived 'average'weight (kg) 
Perceived 'ideal'weight (kg) 
Pereeived 'very fat'weight (kg) 
Pereeived 'very thin'weight (kg) 

Current BMI 
Perceived 'average'BMI 
Perceived 'ideal'BL11 
Perceived 'very fat'BMI 
Perceived 'very thin'BWI 

19 4;!;1,4 
157 9~4 3 
51 5:~:5 4 
49 4:~4 3 
47,2:~:4.0 
54 8+_5 2 
43 3+_3.8 
20 e:!:1.8 
19, S:!: O. 9 

18,9:!:1.l 
21 9~:1.5 
17.3:!:1,0 

TABLE 2. NATIONALLY-ESTIMATED AND SELF-ESTlh]ATED BODY SHAPES ( ro~ % ) 

self-estimated 

very thin thin normal f at very fat 

nationall -estimated 
very thin 34) 

thin (154) 
normal (S22) 

fat (94) 
very fat (31) 

32. 3~ (1 l) 

3.9%( 6) 
0.3%( 2) 

O%( O) 
O%( O) 

20 
27. 
l 

5%( ?) 4? O%(lS) 
9%(4S) 56 4%(3?) 
9%(12) 32 4%(202) 
O%( O) 1.0%( l) 
O%( O) O%( O) 

O%( O) O%( O) 
l I . 6% (lS) O%( O) 
49.3%(lS) 15 9%(99) 
28.7%(27) ?O 2%(56) 
6.4%( 2) 93 5%(29) 

Numbers enclosed with ( ) are raw numbers of the samples. 

38 samples are misssing cases. 

with the themes]. $, . the Japanese young females during these last five It is suggested that there 

are significant differences of perceptions and years . 

preferences between the nationally-categorized as 

'nor~lal' (the normal/thin 'very thin' . ' thin ' . Acknowledgement~ 

group) and those as 'fat'. 'very fat' (the fat I would like to thank Total Health Promotion 

group). Many of those in the norrlal/thin group (Tokyo) fQr their support in pursuing this theme 

rlisunder~tood their actual average BMI and their I would alse appreeiate PrQfessor Munehiro 
Hirayama (Tokyo). Professor Yasuko lida (Tokyo), 'ideals' were at extremely thinner levels. 

Surprisingly. more than lO% of those classified Ms Miho Fujiml]ra (Tokyo). Ms Yuriko Nozawa(Tokyo), 

Professor J. Gould (Berkley), and Professor F. a{~ 'thin' estimated themselves as fat. These 

Falkner (Berkley) for their precious advice and distortions may have someassociations with the 

onset of elinical eating disorder Qr anorexia assistance. 

nervosa21 sl. 

I could find little significant difterences as References 

to the above results and findings between my [ 1] Brennan N. Kevany J: Anthropometry and body 

previous suFVey conducted in 19S5 and this image in a seleeted sample of adolescent 
time *o] **,. That is, there seemed to be no girls lr J Med, 154: 220-227, 1985 
'better' changes in the 'desire for thinness' of 1 2] Toro J. Castro J, Garcia M, Perez P. Cuesta L 
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